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EASY CUT AND
HANDLING

European fire classification.
Fire security.
Optimum fire classification for
self-supporting ducts.

OPTIMUM STIFFNESS

STRAIGHT DUCT
METHOD, MTR
Precision.
Resistance and quality.
Lower pressure drops.
Minimum wastes.

www.isover.net
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SYSTEM
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The Euroclasses

CLIMAVER A2

In order to guarantee a free European market, it is necessary to harmonize
the products characterization methods.

High fire requeriments

ASSEMBLY METHOD. MTR

(*)

, STRAIGHT DUCT METHOD

The Euroclasses are a classification system for products according to their fire behavior.
Rotate 180º

DEFLECTION/OFFSET:

It replaces the old classification local standards (M0, M1....)
The European Directive 89/106/CEE establishes six "essential requirements" for
A (cm)
20
25
30
35
40
45
50
55
60

buildings. They affect all the construction products and, among them, the insulating
The Euroclasses, a unified European system
to evaluate the fire
behavior of products

materials.
One of these essential requirements is the "security in case of fire" (evaluated
according to the facility of the products to initiate or to spread a fire).

D (cm)
14,1
17,7
21,2
24,7
28,3
31,8
35,4
38,9
42,4

LATERAL BRANCH: Shoe
(The branch is lower in height than the main duct )

The Euroclasses are a unifying European system of testing and
Seal with Climaver
glue and Tape

classificating the products to fire.

Rotate 180º

Main

The Euroclasses were born as a set of methods, testing parameters, and classification
(unified for all Europe), for construction products, according to their contribution to
initiate or to propagate a fire, to generate smokes, incandescent particles or drops, etc.
There are seven classification levels: A1, A2, B, C, D, E , F, according to its fire behavior
(A would correspond to the safest situation, E, to most dangerous situation, F would
mean not classified). These levels are completed with the parameters s and d, that

CLIMAVER A2
is the product
that fulfills the
highest fire
exigencies in
self-supporting
ductboards.

provide information on the smoke opacity and speed (s1-non existance of opaque
smoke, s3-high amount of smoke), and on the possible fall of incandescent drops or
particles (d0-without drops production, until d3)

The Euroclass A2 represents the best possible classification for a

The instructions for ducts assembly according to
the Straight Duct Method, MTR, are detailed in the
"Climaver Assembly Handbook”, free available
under request.

MEASUREMENTS

duct-board and for insulated metallic ducts.

ISOVER AND THE EUROCLASSES

Although each installation has its own
peculiarities, it can be taken as an orientation the following measurements for the
consumption of Climaver in an installation:

develops products that facilitate a simple and qualified assembly and fulfil the
maximum qualities: thermal, acoustic, and fire protection.

(*) MTR are the Spanish initials for Straight Duct Method: Método del Tramo Recto
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Selfsupporting ducts for air distribution, specially indicated
where fire restrictions are required.

DESCRIPTION
CLIMAVER A2 is a high density glasswool board, double faced with
reinforced aluminum.
• The aluminum is a fireproof facing and provides an excellent vapour
barrier and airtightness. It provides a smooth finishing and protects
the inner and outer surfaces of the duct.
• The reinforcement mesh increases the resistance to tearing and
punching of the aluminum and improves the ductboard stiffness.

✔ Exclusive flanged of the male edge.
The ductboard has an exclusive design with male/female edges, in
order to provide greater strengh in the joints and easy installation.
The male edge is flanged by the inner facing so that the union
between sections is cleanable and there is not discontinuity in the
inner facing.

✔ Ruled external facing.

Inner duct surface

Outer duct surface

External facing patterned with guide lines: reference for the construction of duct fittings of the duct network using the Straight
Duct Method, MTR (*).
This method of assembly provides important advantages: precision,
resistance and quality, optimal inner finishing, and minimum wastes.
CLIMAVER A2 is supplied as panels for duct construction.
Thickness (mm)

Lengh (m)

Width (m)

25

3

1,19

(*) MTR are the Spanish initials for Straight Duct Method: Método del Tramo Recto
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THERMAL INSULATION
The glasswool provides thermal insulation and reduces energy losses.
Thermal conductivity

λ90/90 ≤ 0,032 W/m · K

Thermal resistance

R ≥ 0,75 m2 · K/W
(Refered to 10 °C)

VAPOUR PERMEANCE
Approximate value: 0,013 g/m2 · day mm Hg (outer facing).

ACOUSTIC ABSORPTION
The glasswool is an excellent noise absorbent. It reduces the annoyances
caused by the noises generated in the air installation.
I.e: 1 meter of straight duct CLIMAVER A2, 40 cm x 30 cm attenuates 6.4 dB/m
(frecuency 1.000 Hz)
The absorbent capacity of the ductboard is given by its acoustical absorption coefficients:
Frecuency (Hz)
Acoustical absorption α

125

250

500

1.000

2.000

0,20

0,20

0,20

0,60

0,50

11,09

8,83

This results in the following noise reduction (by duct length):
Straigh duct noise reduction (dB/m)
200 x 200

2,81

2,81

2,81

Cross

300 x 400

1,64

1,64

1,64

6,47

5,15

section

400 x 500

1,26

1,26

1,26

4,99

3,97

400 x 700

1,10

1,10

1,10

4,36

3,47

500 x 1.000

0,84

0,84

0,84

3,33

2,65

(mm)
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FIRE REACTION

Euroclass A2 means:
CLIMAVER A2 has the best possible fire classification for nonmetallic
ducts and insulated metallic ducts: Euroclass A2-s1, d0.
Tested in laboratory by means of:
■ Calorific potential (A2).
■ SBI Test. (s1, d0)
- s1: null smoke emission.
- d0: non flamming droplets/particles.

MECHANICAL STIFFNESS

✔ Fire safety.
✔ Not opaque smoke
emission.
✔ Not flamming droplets/
particles burning
✔ Minimum firegrowth rate.
✔ Minimum total heat released.

CLIMAVER A2 boards have R5 rigidity, according to EN13403
(European Standard for non-metallic ducts). This rigidity is the
maximum level of the ones established by this standard.
CLIMAVER A2 ductboards can stand static pressure under 800 Pa with
no evidence of fissures or swellings (test according to EN 13403).

PRESSURE DROPS
Pressure drops in a straight duct:
Due to its smooth inner facing, pressure drops in a CLIMAVER A2
straight duct are equivalent to the ones produced inside a metallic
duct.

Calorific potential bomb (A2)

To evaluate the pressure drops in a CLIMAVER A2 duct, the
ASHRAE abacuses for metallic ducts can be used.
Pressure drops in duct fittings.
Pressure drops inside duct fittings fabricated using the Straight Duct
Method are similar to those of the curved duct fittings (made with flat
sections). To evaluate the pressure drops in these fittings, the ASHRAE
tables for metallic duct fittings can be used.

Single Burning Item, SBI (s1,d0)

CLIMAVER A2
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DUCT CLEANING
CLIMAVER A2 ducts can are “cleanable”, after surpassing tests made by pressure
air methods "skeeper" and “brushing” without presenting tears or breakage of the
inner facing.
Watching openings in the duct network must be made separated 10 meters each
maximum to facilitate its cleaning. The profiles PERFIVER H have been developed
to be sure that the access ducts are perfectly sealed. The cover must be sealed
with CLIMAVER tape.

CLIMAVER METAL SYSTEM
CLIMAVER METAL SYSTEM has been designed for those applications where cleaning is a strong requirement. To ensure that often cleanings of the duct network
can be made, internal edges are sealed and protected with the profile PERFIVER L.
CLIMAVER A2 ductboards can be used for the assembly of the CLIMAVER METAL
SYSTEM. This system combines CLIMAVER ductboards with the profiles
PERFIVER L, to be placed in the longitudinal edges of the duct.
CLIMAVER METAL SYSTEM + CLIMAVER A2:
• Hermetic assembly system.
• Cleaning.
• Resistance.
• Fire security.

CERTIFICATES
CE Product
It fulfills EN-13403 for non-metallic ducts.

WORK CONDITIONS
In
•
•
•

agreement with EN-13403, CLIMAVER ducts are not recommended in the following cases:
Air circulation at a temperature > 90ºC.
Transport of solids or corrosive liquids.
Vertical ducts of height superior to two plants, without proper edge supports, properly covered outer ducts and buried ducts.
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